GOVERNMENT OF MEGHALAYA  
HEALTH & FAMILY WELFARE DEPARTMENT  
ORDER  
Dated Shillong, the 21st August, 2019.  

No. Health.92/2019/Pt.II/1: The Government of Meghalaya is pleased to select the candidates detailed below for BDS/BAMS/BASLP study at the institution shown against each candidate in respect of the seats allotted to the State of Meghalaya for the said courses during the academic session 2019-20:-

### Sl. No. | Name of Candidates for BDS under Open Category | NEET Total | NEET Percentile | PCB (%) | Institute  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
01 | Mr. Dibyan Chakrabarty | 428 | 92.72 |  | Dr HSJI of Dental Science & Hospital, Chandigarh  
02 | Ms Jyoti Kumari | 425 | 92.53 |  | RIMS, Imphal  
03 | Ms Ritu Sarkar | 419 | 92.15 |  |  
04 | Mr Bittu Paul | 403 | 91.04 |  |  
05 | Mr Rakibur Rahman | 402 | 90.97 |  |  
06 | Ms B. Vidya | 399 | 90.75 |  |  
07 | Mr Nazir Hossain | 385 | 89.70 |  |  

### Sl. No. | Name of Candidates for BDS under Khasi Jaintia Category | NEET Total | NEET Percentile | PCB (%) | Institute  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
01 | Ms Gabriella A. Rani | 322 | 84.05 |  | Dr. R.A.D.C., Kolkata  
02 | Ms Margenia L. Mawlong | 320 | 83.84 |  | RIMS, Imphal  
03 | Ms Dilrimia Badwar | 317 | 83.53 |  | R.D.C., Guwahati  
04 | Ms Ilona Pearl Shangpliang | 316 | 83.43 |  | R.D.C., Guwahati  
05 | Ms Thas Dkhar | 314 | 83.22 |  | RIMS, Imphal  

Waiting list  
01 | Ms Silencegist Sanglyne | 313 | 83.11 |  |  
02 | Ms Kerrycia Lawriniang | 312 | 83.00 |  |  
03 | Mr Damebanshan Kharmawlong | 312 | 83.00 |  |  
04 | Ms Amber Namesha L. Diengdoh | 310 | 82.78 |  |  
05 | Ms Sakawanki Pyngrope | 309 | 82.68 |  |  
06 | Mr Wallamjingshai Khardewsaw | 308 | 82.57 |  |  
07 | Mr Badonjingmut Wahlang | 308 | 82.57 |  |  
08 | Mr Raimanki Khonglah | 303 | 82.01 |  |  
09 | Ms Ibanjoplin Synjri | 297 | 81.32 |  |  
10 | Ms Ibancharai Langstieh | 300 | 81.66 |  |  

### Sl. No. | Name of Candidates for BDS under Garo Category | NEET Total | NEET Percentile | PCB (%) | Institute  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
01 | Ms Kriti Ch Marak | 167 | 59.55 |  | K.G.M.C., Lucknow  
02 | Ms Trejiaka T.G. Marak | 162 | 58.29 |  | RDC, Guwahati  
03 | Ms Grikanchi K Marak | 160 | 57.73 |  | RIMS, Imphal  
04 | Ms Preancy D Sangma | 160 | 57.73 |  | RIMS, Imphal  
05 | Ms Brewina R. Marak | 158 | 57.22 |  | RIMS, Imphal  

Waiting list  
01 | Ms Tangkamchi R. Marak | 156 | 56.72 |  |  
02 | Ms Sengbiana D Sangma | 154 | 56.13 |  |  
03 | Mr. Grikhath M Sangma | 154 | 56.13 |  |  
04 | Ms Midanchi N Areng | 154 | 56.13 |  |  
05 | Ms Cheansa D Marak | 152 | 55.60 |  |  
06 | Mr. Jeshwar R. Marak | 152 | 55.60 |  |  
07 | Mr. Ryan Travy R Sangma | 149 | 54.71 |  |  
08 | Ms. Jessica G. Momin | 148 | 54.44 |  |  
09 | Ms. Aiame M Sangma | 148 | 54.44 |  |  
10 | Mr. Chesram R. Marak | 146 | 53.90 |  |  

### Sl. No. | Name of Candidates for BDS under SC/OST Category | NEET Total | NEET Percentile | PCB (%) | Institute  
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
01 | Ms Sangria Saha | 323 | 84.15 |  | RIMS, Imphal  

Waiting list  
01 | Ms Shilpa Saha | 240 | 73.71 |  |  
02 | Ms Bipasha Rabha | 236 | 73.09 |  |  
03 | Mr Bisodeb Rabha | 232 | 72.45 |  |  

---
### Sl. No. | Name of Candidates for BAMS under Khasi Jaintia Category | NEET Total | NEET Percentile | PCB (%) | Institute
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
01 | Ms Thas Dkhar | 314 | 83.22 | | Government Ayurvedic College, Guwahati

### Waiting list
01 | Ms Silencegist Sanglyne | 313 | 83.11 | |
02 | Ms Kerrycia Lawriniang | 312 | 83.00 | |
03 | Ms Amber Namesha I.Diengdoh | 310 | 82.78 | |
04 | Mr Wallamjingshai Khardewsaw | 308 | 82.57 | |
05 | Mr Raimanksi Khonglah | 305 | 82.01 | |
06 | Ms Ibansharai Langstieh | 300 | 81.66 | |
07 | Ms Ibanjoplin Synjri | 297 | 81.32 | |
08 | Mr Deibormi Hinge | 296 | 81.20 | 79 |
09 | Mr Ibanskhem Dohtdong | 296 | 81.20 | 70.67 |
10 | Ms Abigail G. Basaiawmoit | 294 | 80.97 | |
11 | Mr Obadaiah S. Kharbithai | 293 | 80.85 | |

### Sl. No. | Name of Candidates for BASLP under Garo Category | NEET Total | NEET Percentile | PCB (%) | Institute
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
01 | Ms Tangkamchi R.Marak | 156 | 56.72 | | RIMS,Imphal

### Waiting list
01 | Ms Midanchi N Arengh | 154 | 56.13 | |
02 | Ms Cheansa D Marak | 152 | 55.60 | |
03 | Ms Jessica G. Momin | 148 | 54.44 | |
04 | Ms Jessiana B. K. Marak | 145 | 53.52 | |
05 | Ms Glorin M. Nokrek | 143 | 52.96 | |
06 | Ms Asha M. Sangma | 140 | 51.98 | |
07 | Ms Lima A. Sangma | 136 | 50.81 | |
08 | Ms Jubilee R. Marsk | 135 | 50.37 | |

**Note:** Selected candidates for the course are directed to report to the Health & Family Welfare Department, Room No.502, Additional Building, Meghalaya (Civil) Secretariat before 23.08.2019 up-to 4.00 P.M. for acceptance of the course and issue of nomination letter.

The list has been uploaded in the Government website [http://meghealth.gov.in](http://meghealth.gov.in) and [http://meghalaya.gov.in](http://meghalaya.gov.in) for information.

Selected candidates who failed to report according to the fixed date as specified above will automatically lose his or her right to nomination and the next eligible candidate from the waiting list in order of merit will be nominated.

The terms & conditions as specified in the advertisement for the courses etc shall be binding.

(Sd/-A.P.Nongbri)
Under Secretary to the Government of Meghalaya,
Health & Family Welfare Department